Join India’s Most Prestigious PPP R&D Scheme

SERB - CII
PRIME MINISTER’S FELLOWSHIP FOR DOCTORAL RESEARCH

A PPP Initiative of Science & Engineering Research Board (SERB)
Department of Science & Technology, Government of India and
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)

100 FELLOWSHIPS IN THE AREAS OF
SCIENCE | TECHNOLOGY | ENGINEERING
AGRICULTURE | MEDICINE

AN OPEN-ENDED SCHEME

www.primeministerfellowshipscheme.in
www.pmfellowship.in
Scholarship of up to ₹87,000/- per month co-funded by SERB and industry for industry-relevant / sponsored research by full-time PhD Scholars in the areas of Science, Technology, Engineering, Agriculture & Medicine

200+ Fellowships Awarded

₹15 cr+ SERB Contribution

₹15 cr+ Industry Contribution

80+ Partner Institutions

150+ Industry Sponsors

20+ Awards to PM Fellows

45+ Patents Filed

Companies Supporting the Fellowship Through CII


To Apply Log On To www.primeministerfellowshipscheme.in | www.pmfellowship.in

Shalini S. Sharma - shalini.sharma@cii.in | Neha Gupta - neha.gupta@cii.in | Ravi Hira - pm.scheme@cii.in